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Guide to educate and instruct on spine mobility exercises to decrease spine pain for moms.



Mom’s Guide to Resolving Back and Neck PainDedicationTo my husband Eric, for your

unwavering support in my entrepreneurial journey.Mom’s Guide to Resolving Back and Neck

PainPractical Tips for Caring for Your Child with Less PainDr. Kristin Fleming, PT, DPT, OCS©

2020 Kristin FlemingAll rights reserved.All rights reserved. This book or any portion thereof

may not be reproduced or used in any manner whatsoever without the express written

permission of the publisher except for the use of brief quotations in a book review.DisclaimerI

have made every effort to make sure I accurately represented injury advice and prognosis

given in this book. However, everything in this book is based on typical representations of

those injuries and their prognosis that I commonly see in physical therapy. This information is

not intended to represent every individual and potential injury. Every person and injury can be

completely different and varied in so many ways. Recovery from injuries can also be

completely varied depending on the person, medical history, posture, activity level, motivation,

and many other factors. We CANNOT give 100% complete accurate diagnosis and prognosis

without a thorough physical therapy evaluation. The advice given here for management of neck

or back pain cannot be deemed fully accurate without an evaluation from a physical therapist

or other primary care provider.Please contact your primary care provider if you have any

concerns about performing anything in this book.ForewordIn my past, I had taken advantage of

my physical well-being and mobility. I have always led an active lifestyle and ensured to keep

my body strong, from my days as a track and field athlete, through my days now working full

time as an occupational therapist, managing a household and still trying to squeeze in

workouts as much as possible.My career aligns so well with how much I value preventing and

limiting dysfunction and promoting self-care. It also keeps me moving. Assisting patients with

their functional transfers and helping them participate in their activities of daily living can be

physically demanding. I myself had never had any major health issues, injuries, aches or pains.

Then I turned thirty.I can’t pinpoint an event, but it seemed like more mornings than not, I

would wake up stiff, sore or aching. I had never experienced back pain before and I was

developing a new level of empathy for those that have. I started to feel a little bit hopeless, that

this was a normal part of growing up and I would just be in pain from now on.Then one

morning, after several days of over-exertion, heavy lifting and stress, I woke up experiencing

very severe lower back pain. I was having so much difficulty bending forward and completing

my daily tasks. I couldn’t work. I couldn’t work-out. I couldn’t even lift a casserole dish out of

the oven. My first instinct was to crawl into bed and rest. I think a lot of us feel this way when

we are in pain. I thought of all the patients I had to motivate to get out of bed when they were

experiencing significant pain. I now felt like a hypocrite. I was afraid to move. I didn’t want to

make it worse or do permanent damage. After a few days of resting, and trying to bear with it, I

wasn’t getting any better. I was getting worse and I was not taking it well. I remembered the

words of one of my patients after taking a long time to encourage her to participate. She said,

“It does feel good to move around, it gets the stiffness out.” I’ve heard this many times, and I

knew it was time for me to start moving again.I reached out to Dr. Kristin Fleming, PT, DPT for

help. She is a lifesaver. During our session, she was kind, extremely knowledgeable and

reassuring. I felt immediate relief and gained my mobility and confidence back with her skillful

joint mobilizations. She helped me to realize that movement was not only safe, but beneficial

and essential to me reducing my pain. After several days of completing the exercises she

taught me, I felt nearly 100% better. After diligently working on my home exercise program and

increasing my activity levels, I felt like myself again in no time. I no longer will accept that pain



is normal, nor take for granted my physical well-being. I am so grateful that after that bout of

severe pain and loss of physical function, Kristin’s skill as a physical therapist helped to

significantly improve the quality of my life.Elena AnthesHi everyone, I am so happy that you

have decided to pick up this book and give it a read, it means so much to me. My name is

Kristin, I am a wife and boy mom from Philadelphia, and I am also a physical therapist. I've

been an orthopedic physical therapist for about a decade. My career thus far has been spent in

several different practice settings and through each of my positions I learned many valuable

lessons. Without those lessons I would not and could not be the entrepreneurial healthcare

provider that I am today. Those lessons gave me the ability to break out of the physical therapy

bubble and begin treating patients with the highest level, quality care that we all deserve. My

partner Dr. Kimberly Howell PT, DPT, OCS and I developed Odyssey Physical Therapy, which

is built upon saving you time and money, while allowing you to feel better, faster. Through my

clinical training and board certification in orthopedics, I have dedicated my career to helping

many people conquer spine pain through education and exercise. Through treating all these

patients and determining what leads to the best outcome in the shortest amount of time, I have

developed a program focused on education and specific exercise that will get you results. I am

beyond excited to share this program with you in this book.Table of ContentsChapter 1: Let’s

Talk Spine Structure1Chapter 2: Breaking the Pain Code7Chapter 3: Why me? Why Now?

11Chapter 4: Common Diagnoses13Chapter 5: Recommendations for Specific

Tasks19Chapter 6: The Section That Makes Your Pain Better!31“I want this book to empower

women to rise above their pain and know that while spine pain is common, it doesn't need to

become your constant normal.”Kristin FlemingIn my past, I had taken advantage of my physical

well-being and mobility. I have always led an active lifestyle and ensured to keep my body

strong, from my days as a track and field athlete, through my days now working full time as an

occupational therapist, managing a household and still trying to squeeze in workouts as much

as possible.My career aligns so well with how much I value preventing and limiting dysfunction

and promoting self-care. It also keeps me moving. Assisting patients with their functional

transfers and helping them participate in their activities of daily living can be physically

demanding. I myself had never had any major health issues, injuries, aches or pains. Then I

turned thirty.I can’t pinpoint an event, but it seemed like more mornings than not, I would wake

up stiff, sore or aching. I had never experienced back pain before and I was developing a new

level of empathy for those that have. I started to feel a little bit hopeless, that this was a normal

part of growing up and I would just be in pain from now on.Then one morning, after several

days of over-exertion, heavy lifting and stress, I woke up experiencing very severe lower back

pain. I was having so much difficulty bending forward and completing my daily tasks. I couldn’t

work. I couldn’t work-out. I couldn’t even lift a casserole dish out of the oven. My first instinct

was to crawl into bed and rest. I think a lot of us feel this way when we are in pain. I thought of

all the patients I had to motivate to get out of bed when they were experiencing significant pain.

I now felt like a hypocrite. I was afraid to move. I didn’t want to make it worse or do permanent

damage. After a few days of resting, and trying to bear with it, I wasn’t getting any better. I was

getting worse and I was not taking it well. I remembered the words of one of my patients after

taking a long time to encourage her to participate. She said, “It does feel good to move around,

it gets the stiffness out.” I’ve heard this many times, and I knew it was time for me to start

moving again.I reached out to Dr. Kristin Fleming, PT, DPT for help. She is a life-saver. During

our session, she was kind, extremely knowledgeable and reassuring. I felt immediate relief and

gained my mobility and confidence back with her skillful joint mobilizations. She helped me to

realize that movement was not only safe, but beneficial and essential to me reducing my pain.



After several days of completing the exercises she taught me, I felt nearly 100% better. After

diligently working on my home exercise program and increasing my activity levels, I felt like

myself again in no time. I no longer will accept that pain is normal, nor take for granted my

physical well-being. I am so grateful that after that bout of severe pain and loss of physical

function, Kristin’s skill as a physical therapist helped to significantly improve the quality of my

life.Elena AnthesIntroductionAs I mentioned, I’m a boy mom- Owen and Chase are 18 months

apart and are literally the greatest gifts any mom could ask for. It was when I had my boys that I

realized how many gaps there were in support and treatment for new moms. And the more I

talked to moms, the more I realized that we're all dealing with so many aches and pains and

issues that aren't addressed, because we're focusing on caring for our new babies, or our kids,

and not taking as much time for ourselves. Not to mention that our concerns are often

dismissed in mainstream healthcare. One of the main conversations I have with women

revolves around neck or back pain that is happening when you lug the car seat in and out of

the car, or as you lift your baby out of the crib, or as you're sitting breastfeeding. Think about

how many times a day we spend bending to pick up toys, changing diapers, giving baths, or if

you’re in a city like me, carrying both kids up and down our city row home steps! Sometimes

these tasks are uncomfortable. And these are things that we haven't had to do before, so we

never realized how our body was going to respond.Within these conversations I realized this is

something that we need to address and talk about. We need to learn how to actively manage

all these things without having the pain. There's so much information that is unknown after you

have a baby, and quite frankly, there’s so much that is still misunderstood about pain. But the

one thing we need to talk about is that you don't need to be in pain! As moms, we are

experiencing a lot of changes and dealing with the stress of taking care of a newborn along

with many other life tasks and responsibilities. Pain does not have to be one of these tasks.

That is my reason that I'm here today, and hopefully the reason that you're reading this

book.We live in a society that expects a ton from us but doesn’t do a good job of allowing us to

give back to ourselves. What we may be experiencing is perceived as normal. However, what

we need to realize is that just because symptoms are COMMON does not mean that they are

NORMAL. Back and neck pain come and go throughout our lives, but believe me, you do not

have to “live with” pain if you feel that you deserve more than that. Regardless of how you feel

about it, I’m here to tell you that YOU DESERVE MORE THAN LIVING LIFE WITH PAIN!This

book will serve as a quick reference guide to ways to manage your neck, mid back, or low back

pain so that you can get back to living your life.It brings me great joy to know that this

information is reaching more women than it would have if it wasn't written down in words.This

book is a guide to treat your symptoms and should not take the place of medical advice. If you

are experiencing any of the following symptoms, please consult with a medical

professional:Significant weakness in one or more limbs (arms and/or legs)Saddle anesthesia

(numbness in genital region)Bowel or bladder dysfunction (aside from stress or urinary

incontinence postpartum)Night pain (pain that wakes you up and does not decrease when you

change positions in bed)Chapter 1: Let’s Talk Spine StructureChapter one talks about spine

pain statistics. And let me start this chapter off by debunking some common myths. Bold, I

know, even if you don’t fully agree. Please keep reading.Historically, we’ve perceived spine

pain to be due to structural damage. When we looked at imaging and saw bulging/ herniated

discs, degeneration, or spondylolisthesis, we assumed that those findings were causing your

pain. However, recent research has proved otherwise.
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Julie B, “Amazing Information. This book fell into my lap at the right moment! After the first

chapter I couldn't put it down. Coming from an Exercise Science background I knew many of

the concepts in this book. It was refreshing to read something that was easily explained. This

was a topic and an author that I could relate to as a new mom of two. I felt like I knew the

author, like she was talking directly to me and my "pains", I felt like she truly understood me as

a woman and mother herself. The chapter on the exercises is phenomenal! I have implemented

two of them daily and my neck pain is being drastically reduced! Thank you for sharing your

passion and putting your knowledge down on paper!”

Megan, “Great Tips and Takeaways. Dr. Fleming gives great tips and tools to help with neck

and back pain that are actually easily incorporated into daily life! She also gives a great

overview of why certain pain comes up with certain activities and stages. Definitely a great

read with tools to take away!”

Brian Bielawski, “Excellent guide!. I gave this to a friend who really needed some help and she

was super thankful as it worked wonders for her!”

Amanda, “Super quick read and informative. Wow, I finished this in less than an hour. It is filled

with lots of info on the back and neck and it's laid out in simple terms so I could understand it.

Not only that, but great tips that since I am not a mom, it had a lot of things I would never think

of. If I have a mom patient, I'm giving them this book.”

BarbaRoja, “Such helpful tips!. Very informative, practical and accessible tips. Amazing ways to

resolve your own pain and care for yourself, and manage pain so you can care for your child.”

Jeremy, “Mom’s Guide: Get it!!. This book is a must have for moms out there who don’t want

back pain. Dr. Fleming does a great job breaking it down and giving excellent examples for

moms to avoid low back pain! Pictures are great and very helpful!”

Dennis Burge, “Great information!. Usually, I find it hard to sit down and read a book. However,

Dr. Fleming's book was an easy read even while working full time and managing my family! It

gave me such great tools to decrease spine pain. I will definitely recommend this book for

family/friends!”

Doug Silverman, “Great Book. Great book! My wife has taken the advice to heart and she is



pain free for the first time in a long time...”

The book by Kristin Fleming has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 15 people have provided feedback.
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